
A DELIGHT TO BE AROUND, PT. 1 - ATTITUDE - ROMANS 12:1-2 
I. INTRO: Finished Luke. Point: Jesus is King & started an UNEXPECTED Kingdom = Mus. Seed 

A. Kingdom Expansion Strategy: Acts 1:8, Matt. 28:18-20, 2 Cor. 5:20. IOW: WE are the strategy! 
1. If follow Jesus, you’ve been called to represent the Kingdom of God to those around you.  

B. Close Luke: HOW rep. Kingdom? Yes, evangelism! But attitude/temperament/character. 
1. Problem: The world sees a church that reps. Jesus with lips but not with their presence. 

a) Dallas Willard. That’s a harsh critique. But fair when we look at the church at large. 
(1) We have majored on right theology…but have minored on Christlikeness.  

b) VALUE: Understand our heart and its impact on others. Humbly examine ourselves and 
ask: How does Jesus call us to rep. Him to others not just in word but in our attitude? 

C. SERIES: Study Romans 12 - A delight to be around - to exude the presence & aroma of Christ. 
II. INTRO TO ROMANS 12 - THEOLOGY -> APPLICATION. Commands are not arbitrary.  

A. ROMANS REMINDER: Rom 1 - Thought were wise, but fools! Rom 3 - No one is righteous. 
Rom 5 - BUT GOD Rom 8 - No condemnation \\ Nothing can separate us from His love. 
1. Rom 10 - Confess that Jesus is Lord and believe that he rose from the dead - you’re saved! 

B. Then Romans 12 - Here is how this truth will impact the way that we live our lives.  
1. Romans 12:1-2 (w/ commentary) - Rest of Romans 12: Specific on God’s will for us. 

a) Namely - Our character/attitude in how we treat and interact with others. 
(1) B/C God has come for us and no condemnation, Christians should be a DELIGHT. 

C. Preview (Rom12:9-21): Incredibly secure, emotionally stable, deep trust in God, & self control.  
1. Problem: Disconnect between what we believe and our character and Christlikeness.  

a) Let’s be honest - this is a tough to be able to live out!! (Can’t flip a switch) 
2. Reason for disconnect: We’ve majored on theology but not on anthropology. 

a) Romans 12:1-2 is the paragraph that connects our theology with our anthropology. 
D. 2 Phrases: present BODY as living sacrifice & be transformed by renewal of MIND. 

1. Disconnect b/w theology & anthropology: renewal of mind = accumulation of knowledge.  
2. BUT, can’t renew our minds unless offer our bodies as living sacrifice. (SOMA/SARX) 

E. Here’s what I mean: If the reason….we need to offer that to God. 
1. I find it difficult to show honor to people is b/c friends and family have deeply hurt me… 
2. I am harsh with my spouse is because I’m full of bitterness in how they’ve treated me… 
3. I can’t trust God in the face of evil is because of ways I’ve already suffered… 
4. I can’t serve the church with joy is because I’ve been abused and used in church… 
5. I can’t live peaceably with all is because I’ve been taken advantage of… 

F. Offering our bodies to God means offering all of us…even the things that we keep deeply 
hidden…because these are the things that most potently affect our attitude and character.  
1. You can be full of knowledge of God’s word and full of anger…bitterness…hurt…disbelief. 
2. If you grew up in the church…probably told to suck it up, read your bible, & push forward. 
3. That’s not the kind of transformation God wants for you…and that’s not offering your body.  

G. In this series…offer hurt/anger/fear, engage with culture, live life together as a messy church. 
III. Today: We need to just be rooted in and reminded of what Romans says about God and us.  

A. You rejected Him but He came after you and offered His body for you. No condemnation. 
Future is secure. He is doing a work of transformation in you that will lead to freedom/joy. 
1. Obedience doesn’t flow from a heart that doesn’t want to but forces itself to.  
2. Obedience flows from a heart of worship (offering body), a heart that trusts God. 

B. Do you trust God with your entire body ? That’s the kind of transformation God wants for you.  
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A fundamental mistake of the…church today…is that it takes as its basic goal to get as many people 
as possible ready to die and go to heaven. It aims to get people into heaven rather than to get 
heaven into people…Now, the project…is self-defeating. It implodes upon itself because it creates 
groups of people who may be ready to die, but clearly are not ready to live. They rarely can get 
along with one another, much less those “outside.” Often their most intimate relations are tangles of 
reciprocal harm, coldness, and resentment. They have found ways of being “Christian” without 
being Christlike. As a result they actually fall far short of getting as many people as possible ready to 
die, because the lives of the “converted” testify against the [Kingdom of God]. The way to get as 
many people into heaven as you can is to get heaven into as many people as you can—that is, to 
follow the path of genuine spiritual transformation or full-throttle discipleship to Jesus Christ. When 
we are counting up results we also need to keep in mind the multitudes of people (surrounded by 
churches) who will not be in heaven because they have never, to their knowledge, seen the reality of 
Christ in a living human being.


